
Minutes for PKCS 11 TC bi-weekly concall 2-Oct-2013 

 

 

1 Opening remarks (co-chairs) 

 Valerie F.: Thank you for all the hard work at the face to face 

meeting. 

 

2 Roll call (secretary) 

 67% Attending; this meeting can be found at: https://www.oasis-

open.org/apps/org/workgroup/pkcs11/event.php?event_id=36028. 

 

3 Review / approval of the agenda 

 Moved by: Bob R. 

 Seconded by: Chris Z. 

 

3 Review of previous meeting minutes (F2F) 

 Moved by: Tim H. 

 Seconded by: Chris Z. 

 

4 Old Business 

 Action items from face-to-face 

  Valerie F. (for Bob G.): Have posted an updated usage guide. 

  Valerie F. (for Bob G.): Have created a seven day ballot for 

Secure Key import for ECC. 

  Valerie F. (for Bob G.): Has not yet discussed the licensing 

issues with Jamie. 

  Valerie F. (for Bob G.): Has not yet posted a recommendation 

for bringing forward new recommendations to the TC. 

  Valerie F. (for Bob G.): Has not yet requested that Chris Z. 

prepare a presentation for the TC on parameters for modules initialization. 

  Valerie F. (for Bob G.): Have created an eight day ballot for 

the ECC Secure Key Import proposal from Doren C. 

  Valerie F. (for Bob G.): Have created a ballot for the 

ammendments to the TLS 1.2 mechanism from Wan T. 

  Valerie F. (for Bob G.): Has not yet discussed a sub-group to 

gather the requirements for strong authentication mechanism. 

  Valerie F. (for Bob G.): Has not yet discussed the issues 

raised by Peter G. in the previous Face 2 Face. 

  Valerie F. (for Bob G.): Has not yet discussed a potential 

webinar with Dee. 

  Valerie F. (for Bob G.): Has not yet investigate potential 

comparison with other cryptography API sets. 

  Valerie F. (for Bob G.): Have determined our option of 

supressing the visiblity of ballot voting results while before the ballot is 

closed. 

  Valerie F. (for Bob G.): Have created a seven day ballot for 

the ECC Error Handling proposal. 

  Chris Z.: Still working with Sue G. to put together a 

reconcialation of the header files, but have completed the manifest constants. 

  Mike StJohns: Have posted PKCS 11 Key Protection presentation 

documents; they are online. 

  Sander T.: Has not yet completed investigating a auto-conf 

option for PKCS 11. 

 

 Promoting V2.40 docs to Committee Drafts 

  Valerie F.: Bob sent out draft motions for todays call. 

   No questions or discussions at this time; any 

volunteers for reading through these motions would be greatly appreciated. 



  Valerie F.: Does any move to have the TC co-chairs create a 

full majority ballot to determine if the TC will promote the PKCS 11  

   Cryptographic Token Interface historical mechanism 

specification v2.40 working-draft-02 to committee specification draft  

   as posted by Sue G. on 10th of July, 2013 and also to 

request that OASIS administration to initiate a public review with  

   the proviso that the public review draft include the 

most current list of participants and incorporate any known editorial  

   corrections. 

  Chris Z.: Moves 

  Tim H.: Seconds 

  No objections, discussions or abstentions. 

 

  Chris Z.: Do we need to rev the working draft to include any 

typos? 

  Tim H.: You need to update the version but we can make a motion 

to include editorial corrections. 

 

  Tim H.: Moves that the co-chairs create a full majority ballot 

to determine if the TC (1) promotes PKCS 11 Cryptographic  

   Token Interface base specification v2.40 working draft 

number to be determined after the meeting to committee  

   specification draft as posted by Chris Z. and also that 

OASIS administration to initiate a public review with  

   the proviso that the public review draft include the 

most current list of participants and incorporate any known  

   editorial corrections. 

  Bob R.: Seconds. 

  No objections, discussions or abstentions. 

 

  Tim H.: Moves that the co-chairs create a full majority ballot 

to determine if the TC (1) promotes PKCS 11 Cryptographic  

   Token Interface current mechanisms specification v2.40 

(working draft number to be determined after the meeting)  

   to committee specification draft as posted by Chris Z. 

and also that OASIS administration to initiate a public  

   review with the proviso that the public review draft 

include the most current list of participants and incorporate  

   any known editorial corrections. 

  Bob R.: Seconds. 

  No objections, discussions or abstentions. 

 

  Bob R.: Moves that the co-chairs create a full majority ballot 

to determine if the TC promotes PKCS 11 Cryptographic  

   Token Interface v2.40 working-draft-03 to committee 

specification draft as posted by Tim H. on 16th, September 2013  

   and also that OASIS administration to initiate a public 

review with the proviso that the public review draft include  

   the most current list of participants and incorporate 

any known editorial corrections. 

  Chris Z.: Seconds. 

  No objections, discussions or abstentions. 

 

  Tim H.: Moves that the co-chairs create a full majority ballot 

to determine if the TC promotes PKCS 11 Cryptographic Token  

   Interface usage guide v2.40 working-draft-05 to 

committee note draft as posted by Bob G. on 1, October 2013 and  



   also that OASIS administration to initiate a public 

review with the proviso that the public review draft include  

   the most current list of participants and incorporate 

any known editorial corrections. 

  Chris Z.: Seconds 

  No objections, discussions or abstentions. 

 

 Topics for next call 

  Tim H.: If Peter G. will be available can we add the issues 

from the initial F2F to the next agenda? 

  Peter G.: That should be OK. 

 

5 New Business 

 Chris Z.: I would very much appreciate if anyone can take a look at 

the working drafts that I just posted and identify any typos. 

 Michael StJohns: I posted two documents; 

  One dealing with cleaning up the language with respect to key 

protection attributes; and,  

  The other one relates to whether or not we create (a) key type 

specific for MAC based functions and for creating a key type  

  specifically for the derive function.  This is basically to 

deprecate and or replace the current generic secret. 

  I need at least everybody to take a look and give me a "If we 

want to keep generic secret or to get rid of it and are we going in the right 

direction." 

  Ideally I'd like to hear something within the next two weeks. 

 Tim H.: Would a straw poll get us the answers that we are looking for? 

 Michael StJohns: I think that is a good idea on this one.  If we open 

a straw poll I guess it would be Option #1 is no, keep the generic secret; #2 

is "I do not care." and #3 is "We need to add the key types." 

 Peter G.: This may have been resolved some years ago. 

 Michael StJohns: When you say resolved what do you mean?  Do you mean 

the correction of the language or a broader solution. 

 Peter G.: It was an amendment specifically for HMAC. 

 

 David S.: (At this point the call was interrupted due to background 

noise possibly from an attendee placing the conference call on hold.) 

 Valerie F.: Please all disconnect and re-call back into the conference 

AND please do not place calls on hold. 

 

 Peter G.: Some years ago I wrote an update to propose new key types 

for HMAC to provide a single standardize approach. 

  It would presumablly need to be key types for all MAC(s) and 

not just for the HMAC(s). 

 Michael StJohns: If you take a look at the document that I have got I 

have defined a key type for each family of hash and a generic CMAC key type 

for secret symmetric keys. 

  The only other thing that is in the document besides the CMAC 

and the HMAC is to then deprecate generic secret and to replace it with master 

secret specifcially for the use in derives. 

  That we now end up with a complete set of keys that are 

appropriate to the mechanism. 

 Peter G.: I will dig up the draft (that I wrote) and the one you wrote 

(and) to try to unify the two. 

 Michael StJohns: Moves that the co-chairs create a straw poll on if we 

fix this problem or not. 



  Peter G.: The amendment that I wrote actually points out the 

reasons for doing this so before doing a straw poll it may be useful (to read 

a bit more detail). 

  Michael StJohns: I withdraw the motion. 

 Peter G.: I will post the amendment to the web site. 

 Michael StJons: Go ahead and post it to the web site. 

 

6 Review Action Items 

 Valerie F.: I was unable to locate the meeting minutes on the web 

site. 

 David S.: It looks like there is one missing from 4th September 2013; 

I will find those minutes. 

 

7 Adjourn 

 Tim H.: Moves to adjourn. 

 Bob R.: Seconds 

 


